In this paper we discussed a new methodology for Urdu Character Recognition system using Dempster-Shafer theory which can powerfully estimate the similarity ratings between a recognized character and sampling characters in the character database. Recognition of character is done by five probability calculation methods such as (similarity, hamming, linear correlation, cross-correlation, nearest neighbor) with Dempster-Shafer theory of belief functions. The main objective of this paper is to Recognition of Urdu letters and numerals through five similarity and dissimilarity algorithms to find the similarity between the given image and the standard template in the character recognition system. In this paper we develop a method to combine the results of the different distance measurement methods using the Dempster-Shafer theory .This idea enables us to obtain a single precision result. It was observed that the combination of these results ultimately enhanced the successrate.
Introduction
We know that the character recognition is the process of identifying the optically scanned files to computer editable format. Urdu Character recognition techniques give a specific symbolic identity to an offline printed or written image of a Urdu character. Here, we tend to replicate human functions by machine involving the recognition process. Character recognition is better known as optical character recognition because it deals with the recognition of optically processed characters rather than magnetically processed ones. The main objective of character recognition is to interpret input as a sequence of characters from an already existing set of characters. Character recognition is one of the most fundamental topics in the context of pattern recognition and is included as a key issue in the recognition of hand written characters and digits [2] . Hand-written character recognition can be divided into two categories, namely online handwritten character recognition and offline handwritten character recognition [1] .Online character recognition involves the identification of characters while they are being written and offline character recognition involves the recognition of already written character patterns in a scanned digital image [3] . Character Recognition usually is a mechanical or electronic transition of images of hand written or printed text into machine editable text. Character Recognition is an important area of research in pattern recognition, artificial intelligence and machine vision. The advantages of the character recognition process are that it can save both time and effort when developing a digital replica of the document. It provides a fast and reliable alternative to typing manually. The Character Recognition program software can convert a document in several electronic formats, like Microsoft Word, Text (and Rich text), Excel, and PDF formats. All documents created through program software are editable and allow you to modify the content as you see fit. Most character recognition procedures can be visualized as consisting of three steps which use: the pre-processor, feature extractor and recognizer [6, 7] . The following are some of the applications of character recognition 1) Signature Verification 2) Writer Identification 3) In Examination assessment as a Mark Sheet Reader, etc.
An Optical Character Recognition System is software engineered to convert hand-written or typewritten text (usually scanned) documents into machine editable text formats. The proposed method avoids feature extraction as it directly compares the test Urdu character with the template.
The paper is organized in seven sections. Section II outlines the features of Urdu script. Section III discusses about the related work, problem statement is presented in Section IV and Section V discusses proposed system. Section VI discusses about the technique used, Section VII presents the Experimental analysis and the paper concludes with future scope in Section VIII.
Urdu and Its Script
The Urdu alphabet is the right-to-left alphabet used for the Urdu language. It is a modification of the Persian alphabet, which is itself a derivative of the Arabic alphabet. With 38 letters, the Urdu alphabet is typically written in the calligraphic Nasta'liq script, whereas Arabic is more commonly in the Naskh style. Usually, bare transliterations of Urdū into Roman letters omit many phonemic elements that have no equivalent in English or other languages commonly written in the Roman alphabet.[citation needed] The National Language Authority of Pakistan has developed a number of systems with specific notations to signify non-English sounds, but these can only be properly read by someone already familiar with Urdū, Persian, or Arabic for letters such as ‫ژ‬ ‫خ‬ ‫غ‬ ‫ط‬ ‫ص‬ or ‫ق‬ and Hindi for letters such as ‫.ڑ‬ A list of the letters of the Urdū alphabet and their pronunciation is given below. Urdū contains many historical spellings from Arabic and Persian, and therefore has many irregularities. The Arabic letters yaa and haa both have two variants in Urdū: one of the yaa variants is used at the ends of words for the sound, and one of the haa variants is used to indicate the aspirated consonants. The retroflex consonants needed to be added as well; this was accomplished by placing a superscript ‫ط‬ (to'e) above the corresponding dental consonants. Several letters which represent distinct consonants in Arabic are conflated in Persian, and this has carried over to Urdū. Some of the original Arabic letters are not used in Urdu. This is the list of the Urdu letters, giving the consonant pronunciation. Many of these letters also represent vowel sounds. 
Alif

Alif ‫)ا(‬ is the first letter of the Urdu alphabet, and it is used exclusively as a vowel. At the beginning of a word, alif can be used to represent any of the short vowels, e.g. ‫اا‬ ab, ‫ااا‬ ism, ‫اااا‬ urdū. Also at the beginning, an alif ‫)ا(‬ followed by either wā'o ‫)ا(‬ or ye ‫)ا(‬ represents a long vowel sound. However, wā'o ‫)ا(‬ or ye ‫)ا(‬ alone at the beginning represents a consonant.Alif also has a variant, call alif madd ‫.)ا(‬ It is used to represent a long "ā" at the beginning of a word, e.g. ‫اا‬ āp, ‫اااا‬ ādmi. At the middle or end of a word, long ā is represented simply by alif ‫,)ا(‬ e.g. ‫ااا‬ bāt, ‫اااا‬ ārām.
Wao
Wā'o is used to render the vowels "ū", "o", and "au". It also renders the consonant "w", but many people get confused between (W and V)sounds. (Wā'o ) sound is not closer to the consonant (V) sound because V has vibrating sound. Many Urdu linguists believe that there is no (V) sound in Urdu.
Ye
Ye is divided into two variants: choṭī ye and baṛi ye. Choṭī ye ‫)ا(‬ is written in all forms exactly as in Persian. It is used for the long vowel "ī" and the consonant "y". Baṛī ye ‫)ا(‬ is used to render the vowels "e" and "ai" (/eː/ and /ae ː/ respectively). Baṛī ye is distinguished in writing from choṭī ye only when it comes at the end of a word.
Use of specific letters
Retroflex letters: Retroflex consonants were not present in the Persian alphabet, and therefore had to be created specifically for Urdū. This was accomplished by placing a superscript ‫ا‬ (to'e) above the corresponding dental consonants. Short vowels ("a", "i", "u") are represented by marks above and below a consonant.
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Related Works
Research in Urdu script recognition has started nearly three decades ago, but it is only recently that it has gained popularity. Based online recognition system for Urdu symbols is very challenging to current researchers. Researchers have many different approaches for both segmentation and recognition tasks of word recognition such as ligature and world probabilities, artificial neural network, HMM and optical detection. The Latest concepts is the Damster-Shafer theory of belief functions and sketch a brief history of its conceptual development [15] .It is fully dependent on theory of functions and conceptual development of optical character recognition system An overview of the classic works has been examined to establish a body of knowledge on belief functions, transforming the theory into a computational tool for evidential reasoning in artificial intelligence, opened up new avenues for applications, and became authoritative resources for anyone who is interested in gaining further insight into and understanding of belief functions [11, 14] .Recogination of urdu character using Support vector machine are also provide a knowledge about how to detect scanned files into computer editable data. These days extract oriented features of a handwritten character are extracted and then these features are applied to Dempster-Shafer theory which can powerfully estimate the similarity ratings between a recognized character and sampling characters in the character database.
Problem Statement
The functionality behind the Urdu Character Recogination system is to compute effort using Damster-Shafer theory after calculating the distances from different distance measurements and to develop a character recognizer with the help of this theory.
Proposed System
The Moto of this paper is to recognize offline handwritten Urdu characters and numerals using five different methods. The results from the methods are combined using the Dempster-Shafer method to arrive at a degree of belief, in other words we aim to arrive at a single precision result.
The steps involved in this process are as follows: 1. Initially a database of prototypes of handwritten Urdu characters is created 2. The probability of identifying the given input as a particular Urdu character is obtained with the use distance measurement methods 3. The results obtained are combined using the Dempster-Shafer theory 4. From the resulting single precision result the input character is identified by the use of the calculations based on the least possible error. The design primarily involved in our offline handwritten Urdu character recognition system is outlined in the following block diagram • The pre-processor is in general used to prepare the raw material for recognizing the input Urdu character image. In this particular method we used the method of size normalization.
• The probabilities involved in the procedure are calculated by the use of five different methods.
1. Similarity Based Methods 2. Hamming Method 3. Linear-Correlation Method 4. Cross-Correlation Method 5. Nearest Neighbor Method
• In the subsequent step the evidences obtained are combined using the Dempster-shafer theory to obtain a final single precision value.
• In the final step the Urdu character is identified based on the least possible error.
Methodology
The current methodology is divided into three phases first Pre-Processing is applied on a raw set of data, subsequently process for the similarity or the dissimilarity between the input Urdu character (Test case) and the prototypes from the existing database, and finally similarity measures are combined with Damster-Shafer theory which can powerfully estimate the similarity ratings between a recognized character and sampling characters in the character database.
Pre-Processing
The pre-processor prepares a raw input image of recognizing the given Urdu character. Here, we have normalized the image to a size of 10x10. The purpose of size normalization is to make the size of the input character image equal to the size of the existing prototype image.
Distance-Measurements
The proposed model measures similarity or the dissimilarity between the unlabelled input character (the target) and the labeled prototypes from the existing database. The unlabelled target is recognized, identified and present with labeled based on the error calculations. The methods employed here are given in detail subsequently.
1 Similarity Function
The similarity function S(Y, X) was used to identify the cells occupied by both the models Y and X (the target and the prototype respectively) using the following formula.
S(Y, X) = Σmi=1Σnj=1Yij.AND.Xij
Where Yij.AND.Xij = 1, if the ijth cell is occupied by both models Y and X = 0, otherwise
The smaller the value of S(Y, X) obtained, lesser is the area shared commonly by both the models and hence lesser the similarity between the two. The largest value among those calculated for the entire population is chosen.
2 Hamming Distance
The Hamming distance function H(Y, X) was used to measure the number of different cells occupied by the two models Y and X. in other words it measures the number of positions or cells the two models differ in. it is give by the following formula.
H(Y, X) = Σm i=1Σn j=1Yij.XOR.Xij
Where,
Yij.XOR.Xij = 1, if the jth cell is occupied by one model and not by the others = 0, if otherwise
The larger the value of H(Y, X) the greater is the difference between the target and the prototype. Thus unlike the Similarity method, here the smallest value in the entire population is chosen.
3 Linear Correlation
The linear correlation function was obtained by the modification of the similarity function S(Y,X) keeping in mind the various degrees of misalignment and stroke width variation between the target and the prototype.
LC(Y, X) = 2*[S(Y, X) / (Ny+Nx)]
Smaller the value of LC(Y, X) smaller is the common area shared by the two models. Thus, the largest value over the entire population is preferred
4 Cross-Correlation
Similar to auto-correlation, similarity function S(Y, X) was modified to obtain cross-correlation. It is given by the Following formula.
CC(Y, X) = [S(Y, X)]2 / (Ny*Nx)
Where Ny and Nx are cells occupied by models Y and X respectively Smaller the value of CC(Y, X) smaller is the normalized common area shared by the target and the prototype. Thus the largest value from among the entire population is chosen.
5 Nearest Neighbor
The -nearest neighbor cell distance d( Yij ,X) was used to measure the distance between ijth cell of model Y to the nearest cell of model X. For any pair of models Y and X two measurements were used to indicate the difference between the pair. They are given by the following two equations. Where, Ny and Nx are numbers of cells occupied by the two models Y and X respectively.
Larger the values by both nearest neighbor 1 and 2 greater is the cell difference between the two models X and Y. Thus, the smallest value from among the entire population is chosen.
Normalisation
Normalization is a process to put distances or similarity scores as a performance index into a range of 0 and 1. If the similarity or the dissimilarity index is in the range of [dmin, dmax] and is not in the range of 0 and 1, then
Where d is the similarity or the dissimilarity and δ is the normalized similarity / dissimilarity.
Dempster-Shafer Theory
The Dempster-Shafer theory, also known as the theory of belief functions, is a generalization of the Bayesian theory of subjective probability [13, 15] . Whereas the Bayesian theory requires probabilities for each question of interest, belief functions allow us to base degrees of belief for one question on probabilities for a related question. These degrees of belief may or may not have the mathematical properties of probabilities; how much they differ from probabilities will depend on how closely the two questions are related. Dempster-Shafer degrees of belief resemble the certainty factors and this resemblance suggested that they might combine the rigor of probability theory with the flexibility of rulebased systems [9] . Subsequent work has made clear that the management of uncertainty inherently requires more structure than is available in simple rule based systems, but the DempsterShafer theory remains attractive because of its relative flexibility [10] . The Dempster-Shafer theory is based on two ideas: the idea of obtaining degrees of belief for one question from subjective probabilities for a related question, and Dempster's rule for combining such degrees of belief when they are based on independent items of evidence. Implementing the Dempster-Shafer theory in a specific problem generally involves solving two related problems. First, we must sort the uncertainties in the problem into a priori independent items of evidence [12, 14] . Second, we must carry out Dempster's rule computationally. These two problems and their solutions are closely related. Sorting the uncertainties into independent items leads to a structure involving items of evidence that bear on different but related questions, and this structure can be used to make computations feasible. Dempster-Shafer theory is a mathematical theory for combining the evidences obtained from different sources and evaluating the conflict between them. The purpose of aggregating such information is to meaningfully summarize and simplify a corpus of data. The Dempster-Shafer theory is primarily based on the assumption that each of those multiple sources from which results have been obtained is independent of the others. If m1(A) an m2(A) are the results evidences from two independent measurements then the combined result(evidence) is given by
{m1 (A) * m2(A)} / (1-k)
Where, k is the normalization factor which varies from 0 to 1.
Experimental Analysis
Templates are created for numerals and subset of Telugu characters. Distances are measured for two test cases and one for numerals and one for Telugu characters. The results of distance measurements after applying normalization and Dempster-Shafer theory are shown in tables below. The error calculations are represented in the graph. It is found that test case has minimum errors. 
Conclusion and Future Scope
Recognition of Urdu letters and numerals was done and various experiments were performed. Five similarity and dissimilarity algorithms to find the similarity between the given image and the standard template in the recognition system are implemented. Once the test case is identified it is displayed. This method becomes extensive as the no. of templates increases it is required to calculate the distances from all the templates. Another disadvantage is with characters of type 3 and 8 which may get probability values which are very near. In such cases structural verifier may be used which improves the recognition rate. This work has a future scope, it can be further implemented to feed the segmented characters to the recognition system and then recognize the characters. The segmentation algorithm can further be improved for high rate of efficiency. In future this strategy is also implemented for online Urdu character recognition System.
